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One of the tasks in the IFFF Casting Instructors exam is to cast a tailing loop on command. At first 

glance this may seem easy but for me it proved quite difficult. Right up to the week before the test I 

could not deliberately throw a tailing loop when I needed to. Thanks to the guidance of Master 

Caster Roy and a bit of practice I managed to get things under control and convinced my examiners 

that I knew everything there was to know about tailing loops and could throw one on command. 

 

Fast forward to 2014 and I am having problems with tailing loops again. Now that I am using 

heavier lines, bigger flies and casting longer distances I am starting to get tailing loops – this time 

without even trying. Actually, it is more of a tendency to tail than a complete tailing loop but it is 

still a casting fault. Just like I had to make conscious adjustments to my casting to create tailing 

loops for my exam I am now having to make conscious adjustments to prevent them. 

 

Before I go any further I should make sure everyone understands what a tailing loop is. If you get 

wind knots in your leader or tippet they are usually caused by tailing loops. Because of the 

association with wind knots this problem is often thought to be caused by the wind. It's not! Tailing 

loops are caused by the caster and are formed as a result of the rod tip dipping or following a 

concave path during the casting stroke. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We don't want to make tailing loops as they create wind knots in our line and any knot in the leader 

or tippet can weaken it considerably, Throwing tailing loops is also not very efficient and will 

reduce accuracy and distance. Our aim in casting should be to throw parallel loops keeping them as 

tight as the situation will allow. 

 



Even a tendency to tail can cause problems and should be eliminated. When the rod tip drops below 

the straight line path it causes a dip in the fly line. When the dip is pronounced the line will cross 

over itself forming a tailing loop and possibly a wind knot. If the dip is only slight we refer to it as a 

tendency to tail.  It could be thought of as an emerging tailing loop that failed to form. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The solution to tailing loops depend on what caused the rod tip to drop below the straight line path. 

There are several reasons for this but I will only discuss the common ones. It is generally accepted 

the main causes of tailing loops are: too narrow a casting arc, creep, and uneven application of 

power. These are all related and often occur in combination.  

 

Many people learn to fly cast with a fixed rod arc – the 10 -2 o'clock school. When the casting arc 

is not varied any extra line carried adds extra weight which bends the rod more. The rod tip will go 

down and then up again as the rod rebounds forming a tailing loop. To overcome this problem learn 

to vary the casting arc to match the amount of line you are carrying and forget the 10-2 rule. 

  

Creep is where the caster begins the forward stroke too early. If you start your forward cast while 

the backcast is still unrolling there will be a sudden increase in force when everything straightens 

pulling the rod tip down and creating a tailing loop. Creep also leads to a shortening of the casting 

arc. To overcome this problem learn to keep the rod still at the end of the backcast and wait for the 

line to unroll before commencing the forward stroke. It would also be a good idea to learnt to drift. 

 

The most common cause of tailing loops in my experience is shocking the rod. This abrupt 

application of power causes the tip to bend and dip below the straight line path. Uneven and 

excessive power comes when trying to get rid of slack out of a poor backcast or trying to punch a 

cast into the wind. The solutions to this problem and many other casting faults is to think smooth. A 

slow and smooth acceleration to a stop is the essence of any good casting stroke. 

 

 In the case of my tendency to tail, I had to identify what was causing the rod tip to dip and follow a 

concave path. It is always difficult to try and watch your own casting so I set up the Casting 

Anaylzer (see Casting Corner June 2012) and ran a few tests to see if I cold pinpoint the problem. I 

have included a part of the Analyzer report which clearly shows I have been having a problem with 

creep. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

With the aid of this analysis I was able to begin working on a solution. I set about practicing with 

50feet of line making 10 false casts concentrating on waiting for the line to straighten before 

starting the forward cast. I also made sure I let the rod drift back to lengthen my casting stroke.  If 

there was any sign of a tailing loop I started the count again until I could complete 10 false casts 

perfectly. With a lot of practice I now have the problem under control. 

 

 

With anything to do with fly casting there is always room for a difference of opinion and I should 

point out that not everyone agrees with the causes and corrections for tailing loops that I have 

outlined above. The great Lefty Kreh (you do know all about him now don't you?) takes a different 

view. Lefty states that tailing loops are caused when the rod tip speeds up and stops in a straight 

line path. He argues that creep, shocking the rod and too short a casting arc won't cause the line to 

tail as long as there is a slight dipping of the rod tip on the stop. So if you use your thumb to press 

down on the rod at the final rod stop position you will not tail.  

 

I'll leave it to you to decided which theory is correct. If you have a problem with tailing loops it 

doesn't matter how you solve it as long as you do. Tailing loops are inefficient and put knots in your 

line and should be avoided. On the other hand, however, you should note that there are times when 

a deliberately formed tailing loop can help you perform a presentation cast involving a curve or a 

tuck. There are no absolutes! 

 

DISCLAIMER: The advice provided here is general in nature and should not be taken as personal 

professional advice. You should seek your own independent assessment from a qualified casting 

instructor and not rely solely on the general nature of information in this article. 

 

                                                                                  Allan Ekert  
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